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	Every web surfer knows a classy web site when he sees one, because it has eyecatching features that make the site outstanding among other sites on the web.

	

	Developers of these sites leave web surfers in awe not by using fancy animation or provocative pictures, but by using subtle tricks such as fl oating menus and moveable objects, and by giving the web site the smarts to help a web surfer enter appropriate information and perform tasks correctly.

	

	Classy web sites attract developers, too, who are like magicians watching a topnotch magic act, more puzzled than amazed, since what is seen is trickery, not magic. The question is, how is it done?

	

	No doubt, you’ve raised this same question when visiting a great web site, and you’ve probably tried to re-create those fancy features using HTML but fell short of your goal, leaving you wondering what you missed. Now you’ll learn the secret that master developers use to give web sites the wow factor.

	

	That secret is JavaScript.

	

	JavaScript is a limited-featured programming language used by web developers to do things that HTML cannot do, such as build dynamic web pages, respond to events such as a mouse cursor rollover, create interactive forms, validate information that the visitor enters into a form, control the browser, and much more.

	

	JavaScript is not Java, which confuses many developers who are unfamiliar with JavaScript. Both are object-oriented programming languages and have Java in their names, but that’s about as close as they come. You’ll learn the difference in the first chapter of this book.

	

	Yes, JavaScript is different from HTML, but it’s not so different that you won’t be able to write JavaScript code. All you need is a working knowledge of HTML—and JavaScript Demystifi ed—to become profi cient in JavaScript.
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Applications of Soft Computing: From Theory to Praxis (Advances in Intelligent and Soft Computing)Springer, 2009

	The World Soft Computing (WSC) conference is an annual international
	online conference on applied and theoretical soft computing technology. This
	WSC 2008 is the thirteenth conference in this series and it has been a great
	success.


	We received a lot of excellent paper submissions which were peer-reviewed
	by an international...
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Computer Telephony DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Reshape your world with computer telephony
 There’s no stopping the computer telephony (CT) revolution. Everywhere you look, CT is replacing the existing telephony infrastructure with products, systems, and solutions based on off-the-shelf computer technology. 

 If you’re ready to take advantage of customizable telephony...
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Knowledge Management for Health Care Procedures: From Knowledge to Global Care, AIME 2007 Workshop K4CARE 2007Springer, 2008
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the first AIME 2007 workshop From Knowledge to Global Care, K4CARE 2007, held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, in July 2007, in conjunction with the 11th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Medicine, AIME 2007.
The 10 revised full papers presented...
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Statistical Models for Data Analysis (Studies in Classification, Data Analysis, and Knowledge Organization)Springer, 2013

	The papers in this book cover issues related to the development of novel statistical models for the analysis of data. They offer solutions for relevant problems in statistical data analysis and contain the explicit derivation of the proposed models as well as their implementation. The book assembles the selected and refereed proceedings of...
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Transients of Modern Power ElectronicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In high power, high voltage electronics systems, a strategy to manage short timescale energy imbalances is fundamental to the system reliability. Without a theoretical framework, harmful local convergence of energy can affect the dynamic process of transformation, transmission, and storage which create an unreliable system. With an original...
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The Go Programming Language (Addison-Wesley Professional Computing Series)Gulf Professional, 2015

	The Go Programming Language   is the authoritative resource for any programmer who wants to learn Go. It shows how to write clear and idiomatic Go to solve real-world problems. The book does not assume prior knowledge of Go nor experience with any specific language, so you’ll find it accessible...
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